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Subject: Relief material for Uttara Karnataka  

  

From the past month something serious had been in the limelight, As floods had occurred in many of the 

parts of North Karnataka which needed serious measures. Our budding Leos let no moment waste and lay 

haste on this issue and therefore began a string of meetings which had this issue brought up almost 

always. The president Leo Subramani made sure that none of the ideas pooled in by the Leos went 

unheard. The treasurer Leo Sharanya made sure that she created a team within the Leos so as to aware 

more people about this issue and asked the rest of the Leos to gain contributions of whatever resource 

and at whatever quantity from the same.  

Finally all the Leos pooled in all the relief materials which included soaps, raincoats, gloves, sanitary wipes, 

phenol, clothes that are properly cleaned and have no holes or any such mishandling marks, bedsheets 

that are properly cleaned to make sure they are bug-free and canned food items which are properly 

packed and have a recent manufacturing date, sweaters, mufflers, jackets, woollen caps that are properly 

cleaned and are having no marks or are not torn. The enthusiastic Leos made sure they got in all the relief 

materials, the BODs and PSTs then made sure that each relief material was double checked before being 

given to organisations that were in direct link with NDRF teams deployed in North Karnataka.  

Due to the recent heavy rains, there were flash floods occurring, cloud bursts happening in many districts 

which made many people living in North Karnataka homeless within days. But the best part was that all 

of the state people and other states came together to help the people affected by the floods and that 

made the difference, as quick reaction time saved a lot of lives.  



  

  

 

  

President Leo Subramani with the organisation worker   

The president Leo Subramani ensured that all the relief materials were provided to the organisations at 

the earliest and therefore took the matter in his own hands to make sure that none of the Leo's efforts 

went in vain. The brave president all by himself ensured that the cardboard boxes provided by the 

organisations were fill to the brim so as to ensure maximum amount of relief material reaches the affected 

people.  
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